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a b s t r a c t

Thin-film batteries often contain oxides in the anode, cathode, and electrolyte materials. In-operando
methods capable of Li and O depth profiling are relevant for battery research to study, e.g. diffusion
and trapping of constituents. Here, we demonstrate ion beamebased analytical methods with high depth
resolution and sensitivity for depth profiling Li and O in thin-film batteries using 10 MeV Li and He ions.
Simultaneous depth profiling of Li and O was performed using combined coincidence elastic recoil
detection analysis and Rutherford backscattering spectrometry measurements in the battery with 8 MeV
He ions, and the Li and O transport was measured in operando. Reversible Li transport was observed
from the LMO anode to the NbO cathode on charging and vice versa during discharging. O transport was
observed from the LMO anode to the NbO cathode on first charging with 3.5 V but was not observed on
further charging and discharging of the battery. Our in-operando measurements allow direct and
quantitative observation of Li and O transport during charge-discharge cycles for thin-film batteries.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Liquid electrolytes as used in conventional Li-batteries are
potentially hazardous because of the growth of lithium dendrites in
the batteries, which leads to shorting, as well as the fact that these
electrolytes are highly flammable. Thus, for safety reasons, the use
of Li metal in conventional batteries is limited [1]. In contrast, all
solid-state Li-ion batteries (ASSLB) are promising candidates for
high density energy storage and wearable electronics which for
safety reasons may outperform conventional Li-ion batteries which
use a less stable liquid electrolyte [2]. Solid-state batteries may use
electrolytes such as LieS [3], LieO [4], or Li-polymer [5]. Compared
with other electrolytes, LieO electrolytes are very stable at high
temperatures, whereas other critical parts such as anode and
cathode materials of ASSLB are also often metal oxides [6e8].
Altogether, Li and other light elements (O, S, Na) are important
species transferred across electrolytes during operation in batteries
or unintended overpotential. Thus, analyzing light element
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transport is highly relevant for improving battery design and per-
formance [9,10].

Different depth profiling techniques have been used to
directly measure the Li distribution, and Li transport has been
measured by in-operando depth profiling techniques. A direct
experimental assessment of Li depth profiles is, however, diffi-
cult because of the low atomic number of lithium, complicating
detection by photon or electron-based techniques. Neutron
depth profiling (NDP) [11], particle-induced gamma ray emis-
sion [12], and nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) [13] are methods
that can provide in-operando Li depth profiling in solid-state
batteries. However, NDP is only sensitive to 6Li, and although it
can feature high depth resolution and is virtually non-
destructive, there is a lack of facilities around the world. Also
NRA is isotope specific and has limited depth resolution, but
instead ion beamebased techniques are more accessible. Con-
ventional elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA) methods
enable in-operando Li depth profiling with very good Li depth
resolution which is needed for ultrathin batteries [14e16].
Recently, the Li depth profiling and in-operando Li transport
were demonstrated in thin-film batteries (TFBs) by coincidence
le under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. Top view of the experimental setup used for simultaneous depth profiling of Li and O in the thin-film battery by coincidence ERDA using (a) 10 MeV Li ions and (b) 10 MeV He
ions. (c) In-operando analysis of Li by coincidence ERDA (SSD1 and SSD2) and O by RBS (SSD3).
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ERDA methods [17]. This approach provides very good depth
resolutions for light elements, and the interaction of the probing
beam with the sample can be used for simultaneous analysis of
multiple light elements in thin samples.

In this study, we demonstrate simultaneous depth profiling of
Li and O in a TFB stack by coincidence ERDA methods. Further-
more, we studied Li and O transport in the TFB by combining
simultaneous measurements of coincidence ERDA and Ruth-
erford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) during charge/
discharge cycles.
Fig. 2. (a) Experimental and simulated RBS spectra measured by 2 MeV He ions. (b) RBS/NRA
sample surface. The NRA spectra are normalized using scattered particles from Nb.
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2. Experimental details

The TFB used for the experiments features a LMO/LIPON/NbO/Ti
layer structure on a Ti self-supporting foil mounted on a stainless
steel frame [18]. Inclusion of H in the whole TFB stack is expected
during sample preparation [19]. RBS was performed using 2 MeV
Heþ primary ions to determine the thickness of the Ti and NbO
layer. NRA was performed by 2 MeV protons, and the total Li areal
density in the TFB was determined from the yield of a particles
from the 7Li(p,a)4He nuclear reaction. In both RBS and NRA, the
incident beam was directed toward the top Ti layer of the TFB in
spectra of the thin-film battery measured using 2 MeV 1Hþ ions in normal incidence to



Fig. 3. (a) Experimental spectra of forward scattered/recoiled particles from the battery by 10 MeV 7Li2þ ions. (b) LieLi coincidence ERDA spectra of forward scattered/recoiled
particles from two SSDs kept at 45� . (c) Experimental and simulated Li depth profile by LieLi coincidence ERDA which is normalized by NRA. (d) LieO coincidence ERDA spectra of
forward scattered/recoiled particles from two detectors SSD1 and SSD3. (e) Experimental and simulated O depth profile by LieLi coincidence ERDA.
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normal incidence and the H/a particles were recorded using a sil-
icon solid-state detector (SSD) with 20 keV energy resolution kept
at an angle of 170� with respect to the incident beam. The RBS and
NRA depth profiles were reconstructed by fitting the experimental
spectra using the SIMNRA7.02 software [20]. Next, the coincidence
ERDA techniquewas implemented using 10MeV 4He2þ and 10MeV
7Li2þ ions for specific detection of Li and O from the sample [21,22].
In these experiments, circular ion beams with 1 mm diameter were
directed in normal incidence on the Ti substrate side of the TFB. For
a primary beam of 10 MeV 7Li2þ, forward scattered 7Li and recoiled
7Li and 16O were detected by SSD1, SSD2, and SSD3 kept at detec-
tion angles of 45�, 45�, and 66�, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
The angle of SSD1 and SSD2 was chosen from trivial scattering ki-
nematics [23], and LieLi scattering events were recorded by
3

coincidence of SSD1 and SSD2, whereas simultaneously LieO
scattering events were recorded by coincidence of SSD1 and
SSD3. A coincidence time acceptance window of 1 msec was used.
The ion beam flux was set to approximately 5 � 1010 ions cm�2 s�1.
For 8 MeV 4He2þ-ions as the primary beam, scattered and recoiled
Li and Owere detected by SSD1, SSD2, and SSD3 with the scattering
angle of 45�, 60�, and 76� (Fig. 1(b)). Again, a coincidence time
acceptance window of 1 msec was used, and HeeLi and HeeO
scattering events were recorded from coincidence measurements
of SSD1 with SSD2 and SSD3. The ion beam flux was set to
approximately 5 � 1010 ions cm�2 s�1. The detector resolution of all
SSDs was approximately 20 and 25 keV for He and Li, respectively.

The in-operando Li and O depth profile was measured using
8MeV He ions. Primary ions were again directed on the Ti substrate



Fig. 4. (a) Experimental spectra of forward scattered/recoiled particles from the battery by 10 MeV He2þ ions. (b) HeeLi coincidence ERDA spectra of forward scattered/recoiled
particles from SSD1 and SSD2. (c) Experimental and simulated Li depth profile by HeeLi coincidence ERDA which is normalized by NRA. (d) HeeO coincidence ERDA spectra of
forward scattered/recoiled particles from two detectors SSD1 and SSD3. (e) Experimental and simulated O depth profile by HeeLi coincidence ERDA.
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side, and the Li depth profile was measured using HeeLi coinci-
dence (SSD1 and SSD2 kept at 45� and 60� scattering angle), and
the O profile was measured by RBS spectra simultaneously recor-
ded by SSD3 at a backscattering angle of 140� (Fig. 1(c)). The Ti
electrodes were connected to an external potentiostat to apply a
well-defined electrical potential. The battery is charged by applying
a positive potential to the bottom Ti substrate while the top Ti
electrode was grounded. Then the positive potential was applied to
the top Ti electrode for discharging.
4

3. Results and discussion

The experimental and simulated RBS spectra measured in TFB
are shown in Fig. 2(a). From RBS, the thickness of Ti was found to be
300 � 1015 atoms/cm2 and the composition and thickness of NbO
were found to be Nb0.34O0.66 and 640 � 1015 atoms/cm2, respec-
tively. The NRA spectrum measured for the TFB is shown in
Fig. 2(b). The resulting areal density of Li is 5350 � 1015 atoms/cm2

in the whole battery stack. Altogether, thickness and composition



Fig. 5. (a) Experimental spectra of forward scattered/recoiled particles from the battery by 8 MeV He2þ ions. (b) HeeLi coincidence ERDA spectra of forward scattered/recoiled
particles from SSD1 and SSD2. (c) RBS spectra measured simultaneously from the battery for O depth profiling.
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of the TFB are found close to Ti(50 nm)/Nb2O5(90 nm)/Li3PO4-

xNx(940 nm)/LiMn2O4(560 nm)/Ti(2 mm).
Fig. 3(a) shows the experimental and simulated spectra of for-

ward scattered and recoiled particles from the three SSDs in a
coincidence ERDA experiment using 10 MeV 7Li2þ ions. The
resulting coincidence ERDA spectrum of LieLi coincidence is shown
in Fig. 3(b). To compensate for effects from small deviations from
scattering/recoiling by 45�, the energy of SSD1 and SSD2 is aver-
aged (E1þE2)/2 and the LieLi coincidence spectra are projected to
average energy. The energy-averaged Li transmission ERDA spectra
are shown in Fig. 3(c) along with a simulation normalized for the
total Li areal density obtained from NRA. Simultaneously, LieO
coincidence events were also measured and are shown in
Fig. 3(d). Normalized simulations of O recoils are shown in Fig. 3(e)
along with the experiment. However, the concentration of O in the
NbO layer was found to be lower than the results from RBS which is
attributed to losses due to multiple scattering effects. In addition,
the observed difference between experiment and simulation at
lower energies is attributed due to intensity losses due to multiple
scattering.

Coincidence ERDA was also performed by 10 MeV 4He2þ pri-
mary ions for comparison. Again, the experimental and simulated
transmission ERDA spectra from the three SSDs are shown in Fig. 4
(a). The coincidence ERDA spectrum is shown in Fig. 4(b). The
spectrum has awell-separated HeeLi coincidence signal. The HeeLi
coincidence ERDA spectrum shown in Fig. 4(b) is projected on the
X-axis, and the recoiled Li spectrum is obtained and shown in
Fig. 4(c). Again, the coincidence spectrum was normalized using
NRA data for the areal density of Li, and experimental Li depth
distribution is simulated using SIMNRA. The composition of Li was
adjusted in all the layers, and the optimized simulated Li signal is
5

shown in Fig. 4(c). Simultaneously, HeeO coincidence events are
alsomeasured (shown in Fig. 4(d)). The experimental O profile from
coincidence spectra and normalized simulations of O recoils are
shown in Fig. 4(e). Again, the concentration of O in the NbO layer
was found to be lower than the results from RBS. In both experi-
ments, using 10 MeV He and Li ions, the O recoils are severely
affected frommultiple scattering. From coincidence ERDAmethods,
the O recoils were observed only from part of the battery. However,
one could potentially increase the ion energy to depth profile O
from the whole battery stack, on the expense of increased mea-
surement time and/or higher dose rate due to lower scattering
cross sections. Clearly, our results show coincidence ERDA can be
used for simultaneous depth profiling of O and Li.

Lithium and O depth profiling was also performed using 8 MeV
He ions. 8 MeV He ions are sufficiently energetic to observe the O
backscattering and HeeLi forward scattering from the whole bat-
tery stack. Again, the Li depth profile was measured from coinci-
dence ERDA, and simultaneously, the O profile was deduced from
an RBS spectrum. Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows the spectra of scattered
and recoiled particles in SSD1 and SSD2 and the coincidence
spectra. The oxygen profile from the full battery stack is obtained
from scattered He from O in the battery (shown in Fig. 5(c)). This
combined RBS and coincidence ERDA approach allows thus
simultaneous depth profiling of Li and O from the whole battery
stackwith high depth resolution. From RESOLNRA simulations [24],
the achievable depth resolution is calculated for HeeLi coincidence
ERDA and RBS using 8 MeV He ions. A depth resolution of 300 and
720 � 1015 atoms/cm2 was found for Li and O, respectively. From
coincidence ERDA using 10 MeV He and Li ions, the achievable
depth resolution is 320 and 525 � 1015 atoms/cm2, respectively, for
Li. However, very good depth resolution of 85 and 110� 1015 atoms/



Fig. 6. (a)e(c) Coincidence spectra measured from the battery with 0 V, þ4.5 V for 10 min, and �3 V for 60 min. (d) Experimental and simulated Li recoils for 0 V, þ4.5 V for 10 min,
and �3 V for 60 min.

Fig. 7. Quantitative measurements of Li transport in NbO, LMO, and LIPON layers on first charging, first discharging, and second charging.
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Fig. 8. RBS spectra from the pristine battery and during charging with þ3.5 V, þ4.2 V, and þ4.5 V for 10 min. RBS spectra measured during discharging and second charging also
included for comparison. Enlarged RBS spectra from O in the battery and enlarged spectra from Ti, Nb, and Mn scattering are shown in (b) and (c), respectively.
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cm2 was found for recoiled O from coincidence ERDA using 10 MeV
Li and He ions, respectively.

The battery was charged in situ by applying a bias of þ3.5, þ4.2,
and þ4.5 V for 10 min, and the Li and O profile was measured in
each step of charging to study Li and O transport. The HeeLi
coincidence spectra and the corresponding energy profile of
recoiled Li are shown in Fig. 6(a)e(c) along with simulations. From
the experimental Li energy spectrum, one can understand the Li
transport from LMO to NbO on charging and vice versa on dis-
charging. Energy spectra are simulated using SIMNRA7.02 by
assuming a multilayer sample model, and the Li concentration in
the sample model was adjusted until a good fit is achieved. The Li
7

depth profile from the fitted sample model is extracted for each
measurement, and the quantitative difference in the Li areal den-
sity was calculated for the LMO, LIPON, and NbO layers. The Li
transport determined for first charging with different voltages,
discharging at �3 V with different time, and the second charging
withþ4 V is visualized in Fig. 7. One can see that thismethod is very
sensitive to the Li loading close to or in the NbO layer. Simulta-
neously, RBS measurements were also performed on charging and
discharging. The obtained RBS spectra are shown in Fig. 8(a). A
zoom-in into the spectral region corresponding to scattering from
O is shown in Fig. 8(b). Similar to Li, significant transport of O from
LMO to NbO is observed on first charging with þ3.5 V. Fig. 8(c)
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shows the RBS spectrum from Nb and Mn during charging and
discharging of the battery stack. The RBS counts of Mn from LMO
(around channel No. 2050) are found increased and RBS counts of
Nb fromNbO (around channel No. 2210) decreased on first charging
withþ3.5 V which further confirm the O transport from LMO to the
NbO layer. However, further O transport is not observed on further
charging with higher potentials up to 4.5 V and on discharging and
second charging. This result thus suggests that significant transport
of Li and O ions occurs from LMO to NbO on very first charging.
However, unlike Li, the transport of O is not reversible. From
combined coincidence ERDA and RBS techniques, the simultaneous
migration of Li and O is evident on first charging. The O migration
could be due to the O release from the LMO [25]. Dual ionmigration
might be also possible for these types of anode materials as earlier
observed for a Li4Ti5O12 cathode [26]. The experimentally observed
O extraction from the LMO anode may cause voltage fading of the
battery [25] and affect charge-discharge cycles [26]. A low effi-
ciency of 10e16% has been observed in a similar LMO/LiPON/NbO
battery stack in the first chargeedischarge cycle [18] which could
be attributed to the irreversible O transport from LMO to NbO re-
ported here on first charging. Furthermore, also H impurities,
introduced during the sample preparation, may be transported
from the LMO anode to the NbO cathode on first charging in the
battery [19]. Our in-operando ion beam method provides sensitive
observation of Li and other light element (H, N, O, S) transport
through the battery layers and could thus be used for detailed in-
operando studies of voltage fading, capacity fading, and battery
degradation in TFBs.
4. Summary and conclusions

Simultaneous depth profiling of Li and O was demonstrated in
TFBs by coincidence ERDA experiments using 10 MeV Li and He
ions. The Li and O transport was furthermore measured in oper-
ando using combined coincidence ERDA and RBS measurements in
the battery. Simultaneous transport of both Li and O from the LMO
anode to the NbO cathode was observed on first charging with
3.5 V. No detectable O transport was observed on further charging
and discharging of the battery stack, whereas reversible transport
was observed for Li in repeated chargeedischarge cycles. Our in-
operando measurements provide direct measurements of Li and
O with very good depth resolution and high sensitivity, suitable for
ultrathin batteries with a few mm thicknesses.
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